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A federal judge on Friday ordered the Biden administration to "enforce and implement" the Trump-era Remain-in-Mexico policy in response to a lawsuit from Texas and Missouri, which claimed that the ...
Judge orders Biden admin to enforce Trump-era Remain-in-Mexico policy after Texas, Missouri lawsuit
Coming up, we're going to break down all the latest COVID-19 rules, mandates, orders, threats coming from Democrats that said, get the vaccine and life's going to return to normal. Get ready for your ...
'Hannity' on COVID mandates, spike at border
He’s not charismatic. He’s constantly dodging attacks from the right. His state is facing another Covid surge. Yet nobody is even close to him in the governor’s race.
Greg Abbott Has Never Been Under Greater Political Threat. He’s Also Never Been More Powerful.
The United States says it is sending a special envoy to Ethiopia as the fast-moving conflict in the Tigray region has spread into neighboring regions and Ethiopia’s ...
EXPLAINER: Why Ethiopia’s war crisis is deepening by the day
There are signs that the Biden administration and mainstream foreign policy groups may be ready to listen, if not embrace a full paradigm shift.
As the US Leaves Afghanistan, Anti-War Feminists Push a New Approach to Foreign Policy
Brain drain --- the loss of human capital -- is the migration of highly-educated people leaving behind a hole in societies and economies.
‘Brain Drain’ is a recurring phenomenon harming Black nations like Haiti and Nigeria
Stark differences in approaches to surging Arizona coronavirus cases continued to appear Wednesday as more medical providers and education institutions announced new measures to stop COVID-19 from ...
ASU requires masks; GOP lawmakers slam K-12 schools that do
California’s 2022 Senate race looks like it will be a sleepy affair — but 2024 could bring a brawl. Rep. Ro Khanna drained the drama from the 2022 contest on Monday by endorsing incumbent Sen. Alex ...
KHANNA won’t challenge PADILLA for Senate — NEWSOM: leave RECALL Q2 blank — JENNER heads to Mexico border
In June, the most recent month with available figures, Customs and Border Protection stopped single adults 117,602 times, resulting in 96,704 expulsions, or 82% of the total. Families were stopped 55, ...
EXPLAINER: How do border policies affect US infection rates?
Sen. Ted Cruz said the Biden administration has contempt for Americans making individual choices for their own family: "Sean you are exactly right, people across the state of Texas, across the country ...
Cruz: People "Pissed" About What Is Happening At The Border, Biden and Harris Don't Care
If the filibuster remains in place, the right to vote will be under serious threat, undermining democracy in the process.
Thwarting the Republican Backlash Against Democracy
After the vote, Dade Phelan, the speaker of the Texas House, signed 52 civil arrest warrants, his spokesman said.
Texas Republicans order the arrest of Democrats who fled to block G.O.P. voting bill.
Carson City’s longtime beloved bookstore, Morley’s Books, is going out of business, and will have a sale of all of their inventory tomorrow, Friday, Aug. 13. In addition to the inventory of the ...
Morley's Books, Carson City's longtime historic bookstore, will close with liquidation sale Friday
Joe Biden won't be seeing the "war is over" headlines that he hoped for when he made the decision to withdraw.
Afghanistan pullout: Biden's biggest call yet - will it be his most calamitous?
In places where vaccine uptake is low and public schools can’t issue mask mandates, administrators setting Covid-19 protocols face a tough task.
Colleges in Undervaccinated Areas Sweat a Return to Campus
The United States said on Wednesday it was deeply troubled by reports of escalating attacks on civilians as the Taliban sweep across Afghanistan and Washington pulls out its last remaining troops and ...
U.S. 'deeply troubled' by attacks on civilians as Taliban sweep across Afghanistan
New Cameron lobbying revelations as Labour accuses Tories of helping ‘elite donors’ - Follow here for the latest updates on UK politics ...
UK politics news – live: New Cameron lobbying revelations as Labour accuses Tories of helping ‘elite donors’
Because of that, as many readers will have noticed, our local creeks, wetlands, ponds and lakes are dwindling in water. This shouldn’t have an effect on water sources for humans thanks to the numerous ...
Drought affects wildlife across Northern Nevada as springs, creeks and lakes evaporate
The CQ Roll Call newsroom tracks campaigns around the country, sharing the best stories, with some extras, in this At the Races newsletter.
At the Races: All-nighter August
Progressive lawmakers, emboldened by a win on extending a federal eviction moratorium, are turning their attention to other aims.
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